Abstract: State Estimation is the backbone of modern electric power system and is used by almost all Energy Management Systems (EMS) in the world to ensure the real-time monitoring and secure operation of a power system. Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) is most popular meter in today's electrical power industry because of its high refresh rates and measurement accuracy. Meanwhile, state estimation with only PMUs is not practical because of the very high initial installation cost. Consequently, the use of PMU meters along with conventional Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) meters can improve the performance of the state estimation. In this paper, phasor measurements (voltage and current phasors) are incorporated in two robust estimators: Weighted Least Absolute Value (WLAV) and Least Measurement Rejected (LMR). Further, we have investigated the importance of locating PMUs to save cost and improve the performance of state estimation. The performance of these two estimators after incorporating voltage and current phasors is investigated in terms of estimation accuracy of state variables and computational efficiency in the presence of different bad-data scenarios on IEEE-30 and IEEE-118 bus systems.
Introduction S
tate estimator is an algorithm that process raw and redundant conventional meter readings and other information i.e. network topology, circuit breaker status etc. to estimates the state of a power system [1] [2] [3] . State estimation is one of the basic tools used to ensure that the system is operational in secure mode and all constraints are satisfied. The installed systems at control center of electrical utilities process different measurements from different types of sensors and meters to estimate the overall operating condition of a power system. The measurements which are recorded wrongly because of the large noise, aging of a meter or calibration issue etc. are referred as bad-data [4] that affects the estimation process and results in the wrong estimation of the system's state variables (voltage magnitude and angle). Bad-data is mainly classified into two categories: (a) single bad-data and (b) multiple bad-data [5] . Multiple bad-data mostly occurs in very large systems and is strongly correlated to each other that poses a huge impact on the results of state estimation.
Weighted Least Square (WLS) is most popular state estimator deployed in electrical utilities and typically intakes reading from conventional meters including power flow meter, power injection meter, and voltage magnitude meter. The mathematical formulation of WLS is simple and has less computational burden, however, it is a non-robust state estimator because WLS fails to produce reliable estimation results even in the presence of single bad-data.
Weighted Least Absolute Value (WLAV) is a robust estimator, compared with WLS, however, it is susceptible to leverage points for certain configurations of meter distribution in a systems [6] . WLAV poses computational burden for large power systems that limits it utilization. For numerical stability and computational efficiency in linear programming (LP), the scaling technique is widely employed and proved an efficient tool [7] provided that scaling helps in reducing the effect of leverage points. In [8] , a robust WLAV-T estimator is proposed to mitigate the effect of leverage points based on optimal transformation of associated rotation angles and scaling factor in systematic way, compared to heuristic approach. Further, the WLAV possesses auxiliary variables that reduce the convergence rate of the estimator, so Weighted Linear Least Square (WLLS) is proposed in [9] that possessed less number of variables than WLAV estimator and linear objective function.
Traditional state estimation is going through essential developments due to the innovation of Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs). State estimation problem is more easily formulated when there are adequate number of only PMUs installed in a power system because there is linear relationship between PMU's phasor measurements and state variables [10] . Least Absolute Value (LAV) estimator is computationally efficient and competitive with WLS if only phasor measurements are provided for state estimation and the strategic scaling method may be used to avoid biasness of leverage points [11, 12] . In [10] , the authors investigated the performance comparison between WLS and LAV when only PMUs were used in the presence of different bad-data scenarios and applied scaling technique to maintain the robustness of LAV. The accuracy, synchronization and redundancy of state estimation is improved by incorporating PMU phasor measurements with conventional SCADA measurement into the existing state estimator, however, there are many challenges in this implementation that are addressed with proposed solution [13] . In [14] , the authors proposed a method to incorporate conventional SCADA having slow refresh rate of measurement and PMU phasor measurements with fast refresh rate in WLS estimator to keep track of the varying state of the power network. A hybrid state estimator [15] integrated with conventional Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and PMU's phasor measurements is utilized for observability analysis and state estimation of a power system. In this hybrid estimator, there is switching between WLS and LAV estimator depending upon the availability of measurements from conventional SCADA or PMU's phasor measurements. The availability of measurements further depends upon the variation in refresh rate of SCADA and PMU's phasor measurements. The basic idea of hybrid state estimator is presented in [16] . A two stage linear estimator with only PMUs is proposed in [17] that is not only robust estimator but also computationally efficient because of even distribution of processing burden among different areas.
A PMU measures voltage phasor at a bus and current phasor of all incoming and outgoing flows at substation where it has been installed [18] . A modified non-linear WLS estimator incorporating voltage and current phasors in rectangular and polar coordinates is presented in [19] and both approaches have been compared and evaluated on IEEE-14 bus system with different bad-data scenarios. In [20] , a two-stage state estimator combining both SCADA and PMU is proposed and authors have claimed higher estimation accuracy over only conventional SCADA meters. An approach to integrate the PMU technology into the existing SCADA systems to improve the accuracy of state variable is proposed, however, the proposed approach has been tested on very small power system without providing solid mathematical formulation [21] . Another technique to combine both SCADA and µPMU meters in a distribution system state estimation is presented, however, the authors have proposed this approach for WLS, which is a non-robust state estimator [22] . In [23] , the authors have proposed an approach to integrate both SCADA and µPMU meters together, however, the proposed approach is applied for network topology analysis and tested on IEEE-33 bus system only. Furthermore, the authors have not provided computational efficiency of the proposed approach.
Least Measurement Rejected (LMR) is a robust estimator which associate a tolerance range with each provided measurement. LMR is solved using mixed integer programming approach and it rejects unreliable, corrupted or wrongly recorded measurements during estimation process and it is not susceptible to leverage points [24] . LMR is simple and effective state estimation approach. In [25] , the authors have proposed an iterative tuning approach to choose the appropriate tolerance value of LMR for a certain measurement configuration. The authors of [26] have proposed a novel approach to tune and select the best value for tolerance parameter of LMR. In literature, the different authors have integrated PMUs into existing SCADA system in different estimation algorithms e.g. WLS, WLAV, however, PMU's phasor measurements have not been incorporated in LMR which is also the novelty of our work. Though, the above authors were successful in implementing the integration of SCADA and PMUs, however, many of them have applied their proposed approaches on non-robust estimator or the chosen test case was small power system. Furthermore, many authors could not provide information about computational efficiency and number to iterations required to complete the estimation process. Our proposed technique has been applied on two robust state estimators: WLAV and LMR and evaluated on IEEE-30 and IEEE-118 bus systems in terms of state variables (voltage magnitude and angle), computational efficiency and number of iterations. Further, the objective of this paper is to improve the state estimation accuracy in the presence of different bad-data scenarios (single and multiple) by incorporating the voltage and current phasor from PMUs. The tolerance parameter of LMR estimator is chosen properly to reject large errors in conventional measurements. The final approach of achieving the objective is the proper selection of the PMUs locations to ensure best performance and accuracy.
The paper work is organized as follows. The section 2 covers the formulation and details about inclusion of voltage and current phasors in the state estimators and modified mathematical model of the state estimators. Performance validation of proposed technique is presented in section 3. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper with a brief summary.
Inclusion of Voltage and Current Phasors into Robust State Estimators
Once a PMU is installed at a bus in a power system, the voltage phasor of the bus and current phasor of all the branches connected to the bus is measured accurately. In this paper, these PMU's phasors are incorporated into the existing robust estimators and it was expected to achieve higher state estimation accuracy, compared with conventional measurements. When a phasor measurement is included in a state estimator, the weight of the phasor measurement must be increased because the PMU's measurement is highly accurate [10] . In WLAV estimator, there is a weight matrix where any measurement is assigned a specific weight corresponds to its accuracy, however, there is no weight matrix or covariance matrix in LMR estimator. The simulation analysis of our paper reveals that reducing the tolerance parameter of LMR associated with a measurement is equivalent to increasing the weight of the measurement in WLAV.
It is required to build a relationship between branch current flows in transmission lines and state variables to incorporate the current phasor in the state estimators. The proposed model will include all transmission lines and transformers between buses. An ampere flow in a branch is expressed as given below [27] :
(1)
where I ij,real and I ij,imag are rectangular components of the branch current flowing between bus i and j, V i , V j , θ i and θ j are voltage magnitude and phase angle of bus i and j respectively, g ij and b ij are conductance and susceptance between bus i and j respectively, g si and b si are shunt conductance and susceptance respectively.
Practically, a PMU provides ampere measurements in polar coordinates rather than rectangular coordinates and can referred as direct measurements. However, it is better to use current phasors in rectangular coordinates, because the power flow measurements and power injection measurements are already in rectangular coordinates. In this regard, the ampere measurements should be converted to rectangular coordinates and utilized for state estimation. If the direct measurements are converted to rectangular coordinates, then error covariance values must be translated for rectangular coordinates. The relation between direct and indirect measurement is given by following equations:
where I ij is branch current magnitude between bus i and j, θ I ij is branch current phase angle between bus i and j. The standard deviation of translated measurements can be calculated from below given Equations 5 and 6 [19] , [28] .
where σ I ij,real and σ I ij,imag are standard deviation of real and imaginary parts of current flows respectively, σ I ij = 0.02 p.u and σ θ I ij = 0.0017 rad and are standard deviation of I ij and θ I ij respectively.
Modified Weighted Least Absolute Value (WLAV) with Voltage and Current Phasors
In this section, the mathematical formulation of modified WLAV incorporated with voltage and current phasors is presented. Usually, LP solving approach like simplex method or interior point method is used for WLAV. The performance of WLAV is very good for rejection of bad-data, however, it fails to provide reliable estimation results in the presence of leverage points [4] . There are numerous methods to identify leverage measurements [29] which is not the scope of this work.
A power system consists of n buses with a specific network topology where m meters are placed at different bus and branch locations to provide measurements from meters to state estimators through Remote Terminal Unit (RTU). The measurement vector z of size (m x 1) is fed into a state estimator to obtain the state variable vector x of size n = (2n x 1). The non-linear function relating measurements to system state variables is given below:
where h(x) is the non-linear function relating measurements with the state vectors, and e is the measurement error vector. Using the first order approximation for the Equation 7 , it can be written around some operating pointx as
where P ij and Q ij are real and reactive power flow between bus i and j, P inj and Q inj are real and reactive power injection between bus i and j respectively, Vm i and θ i are voltage magnitude and phase angle between at bus i, and H is the modified Jacobian matrix as voltage and current phasors from PMUs are incorporated in it.
The minimization objective function for WLAV is
where σ i is standard deviation of ith measurement. The standard deviation of PMU's measurements will be given different from the measurements of SCADA meters because PMU's measurements are considered more accurate, compared with measurements from SCADA. The values of standard deviation of SCADA and PMU's measurements are given in section 3. The minimization problem in 14 can be transformed into LP problem
Subject to
where x u and x v are the components of state variables and both of these variables are size of n = (2N − 1), N is number of buses, I m is identity matrix of size m x m, and m is number of measurements. The difference between x u and x v will provide values of state variables at each iteration.
Modified Least Measurement Rejected with Voltage and Current Phasors
A robust state estimation technique was proposed using mixed integer programming in [24] , which correlates a specific tolerance value to each measurement in a power system. For each measurement, a tolerance value is defined which helps the estimator to reject unreliable or corrupted measurements during the estimation process. This robust estimation approach is invulnerable to leverage points even in pathological cases. The upper and lower tolerance values can be asymmetrical or symmetrical e.g. a power injection meter of 10MW may have upper tolerance value of 0.5MW and lower tolerance value of 0.75MW, the measurement value taken from the power injection meter between (10.5MW and 9.25MW) will be considered as good and reliable. However, if the measurement value lies outside the specified range, then it will be suspected as corrupted or bad-data. This is an effective and trivial estimation approach and known as Least Measurement Rejected (LMR) and it is a variant of Least Median of Square (LMS). LMR minimizes the number of rejected measurements within a defined tolerance and its objective function is given below:
where h i (x) is measurement equation of ith meter, t i is tolerance value of ith measurement, k i is a binary number indicating whether the measurement error is within a specified tolerance limit or not, and M is arbitrary large scalar value. The Equations 16 and 17 have been transformed into mixed integer programming problem and the formulation can be written as:
where, n is number of state variables, H is modified Jacobean matrix explained in Equation 9 , M is a vector of arbitrary large scaler value, t is a vector that contains tolerance values of all provided measurements, b is a vector of difference between estimated and loaded measurement values and x is a vector of change is state variables.
Performance Validation
The method of voltage and current phasors inclusion into the existing robust state estimators is discussed in section 2 and is evaluated in the presence of different bad-data scenarios. Five different types of bad-data scenarios are considered in this paper, such as: (a) single bad-data (SBD) as power flow meter, (b) single bad-data (SBD) as a power injection meter, (c) single bad-data (SBD) as a voltage magnitude meter, (d) multiple non-interacting bad-data (MNIBD), and (e) multiple interacting bad-data (MIBD) as a combination of power flow meter, power injection meter, and voltage magnitude meter. This paper also investigates the importance of locating PMUs in a power system, however, optimal placement of PMUs is not the scope of this paper. Only two PMUs are placed heuristically in the considered test cases. The locations for bad-data scenarios is carefully chosen to ensure that the meter location selected for bad-data is not a critical location. The performance of robust state estimators is compared in terms of absolute error between actual and estimated voltage magnitudes and actual and estimated voltage angles, and computational efficiency. The actual values of voltage magnitude and angle are taken from load flow solution. The units for absolute voltage magnitude and angle are per unit and degrees respectively. The lower the absolute error, the better is the performance of the estimator. The proposed approach has been applied on IEEE-30 and IEEE-118 bus systems. The test cases are prepared on observable heuristic approach and each test case possesses different set of measurement types and different redundancy level. MATPOWER package is deployed to complete the execution of state estimation algorithm in MATLAB. WLAV and LMR have been solved using l p_solve package and mixed integer programming approach in MATLAB R2015a respectively. The simulation is performed on Intel Core i5, 4th generator processor with 4GB RAM. For LMR, M = 50000 has been used for the IEEE-30 and IEEE-118 bus systems. The details of measurement types before and after the inclusion of PMUs are presented in Table  1 and Table 2 respectively. Real power flow from bus j to i PG inj Real power injection at bus i QF i−j Reactive power flow from bus i to j QF j−i
Reactive power flow from bus j to i QG inj Reactive power injection at bus i Vm i
Voltage magnitude at bus i Real current flow from bus i to j I i−j,imag Imaginary current flow from bus i to j I j−i,real
Real current flow from bus j to i I j−i,imag Imaginary current flow from bus j to i
The values of standard deviation for SCADA and PMU's measurements are provided in Table 3 and the standard deviations of current phasors are calculated using Equations 5 and 6. Usually, the values of standard deviation are used to calculate the weighting factor for WLAV. After the inclusion of PMU's measurements in WLAV, the weights of those specific meter readings have to be increased. The simulated measurements for PMU's phasors are considered as the actual load flow values obtained from the power flow solution. In LMR, since there is no weighting factor in its mathematical formulation, the PMU's measurements are taken as actual load flow values and the tolerance value of those specific measurements has to be set as zero. In this case, the LMR provides the excellent estimation results, compared with other state estimators.
IEEE 30 Bus System
The meter distribution details for the test case are listed in Table 4 . The reference bus is slack bus '1' having zero-degree phase angle. The test case considered in this paper has only 126 SCADA meters. There are total 14 voltage magnitude meters in the test case, so there is wide-ranging choice for PMUs placement. In all cases for PMUs placement, one PMU is placed fixed at bus '1' to act as the reference PMU. The second location for PMU placement is chosen heuristically and it is ensured while placing PMU that the system is completely observable. All the critical measurements and sets are identified in the test case before simulating a bad-data at different types of meters. Computational time to complete a process or execute an algorithm is one of the major constraints in today's computing resources. The computation efficiency of WLAV and LMR for IEEE-30 bus system is shown in Table 5 and it is clearly reflected from the results that LMR requires lower computational time and a less number of iterations than WLAV. It can be noticed that the maximum time required by LMR to complete state estimation is lower than minimum time required by WLAV. The results for absolute voltage magnitude (AVM) error with different bad-data scenarios are shown in Table 6 . In the first column, 'NO PMU' means that there are only SCADA meters available in the test case. As already explained, one PMU is kept fixed at slack bus and another is relocated at different buses to get estimation results and highlight the importance of PMU placement. PMU-3 means that one PMU is fixed at slack bus and another is placed at bus 3.
It can be noticed from the results in Table 6 that AVM error of 'NO PMU' is higher than all PMU placement cases i.e. PMU-3, PMU-5, PMU-10 and PMU-21 for both WLAV and LMR. However, any optimal location cannot be suggested as the optimal placement of PMUs is not the scope of this work. In this paper, the objective was to incorporate PMUs in existing state estimators and to compare the performance of WLAV and LMR in terms of computational efficiency and accuracy.
It can be observed from the results that inclusion of PMUs has improved the estimation accuracy of both WLAV and LMR estimators in all PMU placements which is reflected by the lower value of AVM error in all PMU placement cases than AVM of 'No PMU' case and LMR has better state estimation accuracy than WLAV.
The results for absolute voltage angle (AVA) error with different bad-data scenarios are shown in Table 7 and the angles are measured in degrees. It can be noticed from that AVA error of all PMU placement cases is lower than 'NO PMU' case for both WLAV and LMR. It is clearly reflected that inclusion of PMUs in the existing state estimators have not only improve voltage magnitude but also improved voltage angle for both WLAV and LMR. However, LMR has higher estimation accuracy as compared with WLAV in all PMU placement cases. 
IEEE 118 Bus System
The meter distribution details for the test case have been shown in Table 8 . The test case considered in this paper has only 441 SCADA meters with a global redundancy of 1.87. There are total 61 voltage magnitude meters, so there is wide choice for PMU placement. The PMUs are installed on randomly chosen buses. In IEEE-118 bus system, the slack bus is 69 and voltage phase angle is 30 degrees. One PMU is kept fixed at bus reference bus 69 and second PMU is relocated heuristically at different locations. It also has been ensured that system is completely observable, and all the critical measurements and sets have been identified before simulating bad-data scenarios on different types of SCAD measurements. The computational efficiency and number of iterations to complete state estimation are shown in Table 9 . It can be seen from the presented results that LMR has lower computational time as compared with WLAV. However, both state estimators have same number of iterations but the overall computational efficiency of LMR is higher than WLAV as it requires lower completion time in seconds. The results of AVM error for IEEE 118 bus system are shown in Table 10 . It can be noticed from these results that inclusion of PMUs has improved the state estimation accuracy of both WLAV and LMR. However, LMR provided higher state estimation accuracy as compared with WLAV in all PMU placement cases. Table 11 contains the results of AVA error for IEEE 118 bus system and the angles are measured in degrees. These results clearly reflect that inclusion of PMUs in the test case of IEEE 118 bus system has reduced the error in state estimation. Both state estimators, WLAV and LMR, have achieved higher estimation accuracy if compared with 'No PMU' case, however, the LMR has much lower values of AVA errors than WLAV in all PMU placements. Any optimal location for PMU placement cannot be advised from these results because optimal placement of PMUs is not the scope of this work and optimal placement problem has its own objective function with defined constraints. IEEE 118 bus is a large power system compared with IEEE 30 bus system and our proposed approach has successfully achieve higher level of accuracy even in large power system. 
Conclusion and Future Directions
In this paper, the proposed approach to incorporate both voltage and current phasors from PMUs into the existing robust estimators: WLAV and LMR is successfully implemented and evaluated. The use of LMR estimator in the presence of voltage and current phasors coming from different locations is investigated provided significant improvement in the accuracy of the state estimation. The overall performance for LMR estimator compared with WLAV estimator proved to be better irrespective of the bad-data presence and test case size. Besides of the single bad-data cases, multiple interacting and non-interacting bad-data cases were also investigated that clearly reflected the robustness of LMR estimator and better estimation results compared with WLAV estimator. The working principle of LMR estimator depends upon proper tolerance level that assists in rejection of unreliable or corrupted measurement values as explained in the section 2. In this paper, the tolerance value of LMR estimator is tuned iteratively. The accurate meter readings from PMUs were easily incorporated into WLAV estimator by using covariance matrix. But for the LMR estimator, it was not possible to apply such higher weights to PMU meter readings like WLAV. The simulation study concluded into a pertinent contribution that the tolerance should be kept zero for all PMU meter readings. The accuracy of the estimator also depends upon the proper selection of the buses where the new PMUs are to be installed. This issue is carefully addressed in the paper for the test cases of IEEE 30 and IEEE 118 bus system.
